Compensation of horizontal canal related activity in the medial vestibular nucleus following unilateral labyrinth ablation in the decerebrate gerbil. II. Type II neurons.
The spontaneous activity and dynamic responses to sinusoidal horizontal head angular acceleration of type II horizontal semicircular canal related neurons in the medial vestibular nucleus (MVN) were recorded bilaterally in decerebrate Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) under three experimental conditions: normal labyrinths intact, acutely following unilateral labyrinthine lesion, and four to seven weeks following labyrinthine lesion. The number of type II neurons detected contralateral to the lesion was greatly reduced both in the acutely hemilabyrinthectomized animals and following compensation. The gain of the responses was depressed bilaterally acutely following the lesion. A greater reduction in response gain was noted in cells contralateral to the lesion. The gain of the contralateral type II responses increased with time such that in the compensated animal bilaterally symmetric gains were recorded. While the significant changes which occur in the gain of type II neurons with recovery from peripheral vestibular lesions can largely be attributed to type I neurons on the other side of the midline, changes in type I neurons were not entirely reflected in the type II population. The spontaneous activity of type II neurons did not undergo any significant changes following the labyrinthine lesion. We present a model utilizing the dynamic responses to estimate the functional recovery of commissural connections in compensated animals. The overall gain of the contralateral type I to ipsilateral type I commissural polysynaptic pathway appears to improve, while the efficacy in the reverse direction remains depressed, suggesting that modifications in commissural connections, particularly involving the type II to type I connections within the MVN on the injured side, mediate aspects of behavioral recovery.